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Executive Summary 
 

■ On 3rd May 2022, Santos’ investors will vote on a shareholder resolution requesting that the company 

“cease all private and public advocacy, both direct and indirect, that contradicts the conclusions of the 

International Energy Agency (IEA) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on 1.5°C 

alignment, including advocacy relating to the development of new oil and gas fields” (see Santos’ 

Notice of Meeting here). 

■ This briefing provides an overview of Santos’ direct and indirect climate-related policy engagement, as 

well as an assessment of the company’s corporate disclosures on industry associations. The briefing 

contains data from InfluenceMap’s online platform which tracks, assesses and scores over 350 

companies and 150 industry associations on their engagement with climate change policy.   

■ InfluenceMap analysis indicates that Santos’ direct engagement on Paris Agreement-aligned climate 

policy is mixed. The company has had limited transparent engagement on specific climate-related 

regulation in 2021-22, but has continued to actively promote a role for fossil fuels in the future energy 

mix. Santos’ engagement on the role of fossil fuels appears to directly contradict the company’s 

apparent top-line support for climate action in line with the aim of keeping global temperature rise 

below 2°C. A summary of the company’s direct climate policy engagement, including access to the 

underlying data, is on page 4. InfluenceMap's online profile of Santos can be found here. 

■ Santos is a member of five industry associations with climate policy engagement that is misaligned 

with the goals of the Paris Agreement, namely Australian Institute of Petroleum (AIP),  Australian Industry 

Greenhouse Network (AIGN),  Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association (APPEA), Chamber 

of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia (CME) and South Australian Chamber of Mines and Energy 

(SACOME). In particular, APPEA has actively advocated in 2021-22 for a continued role for fossil gas in 

Australia’s energy mix contrary to the findings of the IEA and IPCC, while CME and SACOME have been 

influential in supporting a continued role for fossil fuels at state level in Australia. A detailed overview of 

these industry associations’ climate policy engagement is available on page 5. 

■ Santos has published annual reviews of its industry association memberships on climate change since 

2020. However, InfluenceMap analysis finds that the quality of Santos’ industry association review 

https://www.santos.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/220401-2022-AGM-Notice-of-Meeting.pdf
https://lobbymap.org/
https://influencemap.org/evidence/96e1cdb929458d86784642ba745b42f3
https://lobbymap.org/company/Santos-1a1fb152d93c9e34c7b741b97e6d6d1c/projectlink/Santos-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-e90a1b1e4e0211ecae3d615506eb3bec/projectlink/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-in-Climate-Change-44780c8554701466b25ceb0a8c025a8c
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
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process still falls considerably short of investor expectations in this area. Our detailed assessment of 

Santos’ industry association review process can be found here and in Appendix A. A detailed 

methodology for this assessment can be found in Appendix B.  

Background: Shareholder resolution on climate advocacy 

Engagement with companies over their climate policy engagement is now firmly on the investor agenda on 

climate change. It is an integral part of the Climate Action 100+ (CA100+) investor-engagement process, 

made up of 700 investor signatories responsible for over $68 trillion in assets under management. 

As a research partner to CA100+, InfluenceMap maintains a global system for tracking, assessing, and 

scoring companies on their engagement with climate change policy against Paris-aligned benchmarks, 

currently covering around 350 companies along with 150 of their key industry associations. 

InfluenceMap refers to the UN's Guide for Responsible Corporate Engagement in Climate Policy as a guide for 

what constitutes engagement. This can include advertising, social media, public relations, sponsoring 

research, direct contact with regulators and elected officials, funding of campaigns and political parties and 

participation in policy advisory committees.    

This briefing provides an overview of Santos’ direct and indirect climate policy engagement, as well as an 

assessment of the company’s corporate disclosures on industry associations, to inform voting decisions on 

the shareholder resolution summarized in Table 1 below. This resolution will be voted on at Santos’ Annual 

General Meeting (AGM) on the 3rd May 2022. 

Table 1: Key Information for sha reholder resolution at Santos’ 2022 AGM 

Resolution 8c: Ordinary resolution on climate-related lobbying 

 
Lead Filer: 

 
Australasian Centre for Corporate 

Responsibility (ACCR) 

 
AGM Date: 

 
3rd May 2022 

 
Proposal Summary: 

 
The full resolution text is 

available here. 

“Shareholders request that our company cease all private and public advocacy, both 
direct and indirect, that contradicts the conclusions of the International Energy Agency 
(IEA) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on 1.5°C alignment, 
including advocacy relating to the development of new oil and gas fields.” 

 

Following growing investor scrutiny, companies are increasingly facing shareholder resolutions on climate 

policy engagement. The number of resolutions filed in this category has significantly increased in the last 

three years, becoming the most popular among the climate-relevant resolution universe monitored by 

InfluenceMap. In 2021, a record number of shareholder resolutions specifically calling for Paris-aligned 

https://lobbymap.org/site/data/000/937/Santos-Review-Scorecard-Feb22
https://www.climateaction100.org/about/#_blank
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/501
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001534701/ff02cf87-77c6-4f9b-b973-0133a2bbb91b.pdf
https://www.santos.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/220401-2022-AGM-Notice-of-Meeting.pdf
https://financemap.org/resolution-list
https://financemap.org/resolution-list
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climate policy engagement were filed (13), with a further 6 resolutions focused on industry association 

disclosures. 

This trend appears to be continuing in 2022, with investors filing significant numbers of resolutions 

specifically calling for Paris-aligned policy engagement. InfluenceMap is producing a series of investor 

briefings on companies facing these resolutions in 2022, available here. 

Summary of Santos’ climate policy engagement 

Overview 

InfluenceMap’s methodology, available on our website, uses seven publicly available data sources to gather 

evidence of company and industry association engagement on a range of climate-related policy streams. 

Each item of evidence is scored against benchmarks based on the advice of IPCC science or the stated 

intentions of governments looking to implement the Paris Agreement. This process can result in hundreds 

of scored evidence items, providing a robust basis to assess the extent to which a company’s climate policy 

engagement, and that of its industry associations, is Paris-aligned.  

InfluenceMap's online profile of Santos, including access to the underlying data which forms this 

assessment, can be found here. The analysis of Santos’ industry association relationships, including detailed 

profiles for each association, can be explored via the "Details of Relationship Score" tab. An overview of this 

assessment is provided in Table 2 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://influencemap.org/landing/Shareholder-Resolutions-773735dc958a2f2f2f44b972cc0c6e66
https://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
https://lobbymap.org/company/Santos-1a1fb152d93c9e34c7b741b97e6d6d1c/projectlink/Santos-In-Climate-Change
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Table 2: Overview of InfluenceMap's assessment of Santos 

Santos 

 
Performance 

Band 

 
D 

 
Performance Band (A+ to F) is a full measure of a company’s climate policy 
engagement, accounting for both its own engagement and that of its industry 
associations. A+ indicates full support for Paris-aligned climate policy, with 
grades from D to F indicating increasingly obstructive climate policy 
engagement. 

 
Organization 

Score 

 
47% 

 
Organization Score (0 to 100) expresses how supportive or obstructive the 
company is towards climate policy aligned with the Paris Agreement, with scores 
under 50 indicating “internal” misalignment between the Paris Agreement and 
the company’s detailed climate policy engagement.  

 
Relationship 

Score 

 
41% 

 
Relationship Score (0 to 100) expresses how supportive or obstructive the 
company’s industry associations are towards climate policy aligned with the Paris 
Agreement, with scores under 50 indicating “external” misalignment between 
the Paris Agreement and the detailed climate policy engagement of the 
company’s industry associations. 

 
Engagement 

Intensity 

 
18% 

 
Engagement Intensity (0 to 100) is a measure of the level of policy engagement 
by the company, with scores above 12 indicating active engagement, and scores 
above 25 indicating highly active or strategic engagement. 

 

Summary of direct climate policy engagement 

InfluenceMap’s analysis of Santos’ direct climate policy engagement is based on 181 independent data 

points, 51 of which have been logged since 2021. Under InfluenceMap’s system, recent evidence is heavily 

weighted in the calculations of metrics, as explained in our methodology. InfluenceMap analysis indicates 

limited transparent, direct engagement on specific climate regulations from Santos, with comments 

focused on the role of fossil fuels in the energy mix and top-line climate action. By contrast, the company is 

a member of industry associations displaying highly strategic and negative engagement with specific items 

of climate legislation and regulation (see page 5). This section contains embedded links to our online 

platform where over 30,000 pieces of assessed evidence are archived.   

■ Top-line support for climate action: Santos has communicated clear top-line support for action to 

address climate change. In the company’s 2021 industry association review, the company stated 

support for the objectives of the Paris Agreement and to limit global temperature rise to less than 2 

degrees Celsius. CEO Kevin Gallagher also appeared to support the UN treaty process by voicing support 

https://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/96e1cdb929458d86784642ba745b42f3
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/96e1cdb929458d86784642ba745b42f3
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/3038b38650a492f840559540f3f9253b
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for the completion of the Article 6 rulebook at COP26 in Glasgow in September 2021. The company 

does not appear to have stated explicit support for Australia’s net zero by 2050 target.  

■ Limited engagement on specific climate-related policies in Australia: Evidence suggests that Santos 

has limited transparent engagement on specific climate-related policy in Australia in 2020-22. It has 

acknowledged carbon pricing policies as well as Labor’s proposal to reduce the emissions threshold of 

the Safeguard Mechanism, but without giving a clear position.   

■ Supporting the continuation of fossil fuels in the energy mix: Santos’ direct engagement on the 

energy transition does not appear to be in line with the findings of the IPCC and IEA on 1.5°C pathways, 

particularly relating to oil and gas production. In a February 2022 AFR article, Santos CEO Kevin 

Gallagher stated that there was ‘no alternative’ to oil and gas, and a lack of supply caused by today’s 

‘anti-fossil fuel approach’ has led to increased prices, adding that increasing oil and gas supply was the 

only way to rectify high energy prices. In response to the IEA’s net zero report in October 2021, 

Gallagher appeared to contradict the findings by stating that new gas projects with Carbon Capture and 

Storage (CCS) would still be required for hydrogen production, claiming that this production method 

had a similarly low carbon footprint, even compared to renewables. In July 2021, Gallagher opposed the 

decision by the NSW government to reduce the area available for coal gas exploration, arguing that its 

development would be needed to avoid a reliance on imports. Gallagher also stated in May 2021 that 

he supported the Australian federal government’s gas-fired recovery plan. The company’s 2021 

Sustainability Report appeared to suggest that making hydrocarbon fuels cleaner, rather than replacing 

them, was the way to meet global climate goals. These views appear to contradict the IPCC’s 2022 

Climate Change report, which stated that in pathways that limit warming to 1.5°C with no or limited 

overshoot, the global use of coal, oil and gas in 2050 is projected to decline by 95%, 60%, and 45% 

respectively compared to 2019. 

 Summary of indirect climate policy engagement via industry associations 

InfluenceMap's platform tracks and analyzes the climate policy engagement of over 150 industry 

associations using the same benchmarks and scoring process applied to companies. This gives an 

assessment of each association's engagement against Paris-aligned benchmarks. This section details 

InfluenceMap’s analysis of Santos’ key industry associations, as well as an assessment of the company’s 

corporate disclosures on industry association lobbying. 

■ Santos’ corporate disclosures on industry associations fall short of investor expectations: Santos has 

published annual reviews of its industry association memberships on climate change since 2020. 

However, InfluenceMap analysis shows that the quality of Santos’ industry association review process 

still falls considerably short of investor expectations in this area (scoring 29/100). Santos has failed to 

disclose a detailed and accurate account of its direct and indirect climate policy engagement activities, 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-266c109c7766cf2fce4daaa4533c30cd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-bb8dc8fea794c881052e8165f2ebc26e
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/98b444047f7cc832ae43384de97343ae
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/c7610dcd294d544770db5e99bd275df4
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/d43c6fbb50525fbb0c33502c47647ff1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/4c5879edced2b7d4a3fb1a9703cdc216
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/a2c69d93f8ecf23e4bdb0b61736b6ecc
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3/
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and has not provided a clear framework for addressing potential cases of misalignment. As such, 

Santos has failed to identify and act on key industry associations engaging counter to the goals of the 

Paris Agreement (see below). Our detailed assessment of Santos’ industry association review process 

can be found here and in Appendix A. 

■ InfluenceMap analysis indicates that Santos likely holds five memberships to industry associations 

with misaligned climate policy engagement (ranked as a D or below by InfluenceMap's system), 

namely the Australian Institute of Petroleum (AIP), Australian Industry Greenhouse Network (AIGN), Chamber 

of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia (CME), South Australian Chamber of Mines and Energy 

(SACOME) and the Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association (APPEA). Santos CEO Kevin 

Gallagher sits on the board of APPEA, and was the previous chairman of the board until November 

2021.  

■ Table 3 below gives an overview of these five key industry associations with examples of recent 

obstructive climate policy engagement. In particular, APPEA has actively advocated in 2021-22 for a 

continued role for fossil gas in Australia’s energy mix contrary to the findings of the IEA and IPCC, while 

CME and SACOME have been influential in supporting a continued role for fossil fuels at state level. 

Detailed profiles for all Santos’ industry associations can be explored via the links in the table, Appendix 

C, or the "Details of Relationship Score" tab on Santos’ company profile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://lobbymap.org/site/data/000/937/Santos-Review-Scorecard-Feb22
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-e90a1b1e4e0211ecae3d615506eb3bec/projectlink/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-in-Climate-Change-44780c8554701466b25ceb0a8c025a8c
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/company/Santos-1a1fb152d93c9e34c7b741b97e6d6d1c/projectlink/Santos-In-Climate-Change
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Table 3: Evidence of recent climate policy engagement by Santos’ key industry associations 

Industry Association 
Performance 

Band 
Examples of recent lobbying 

Austra lian Institute of 
Petroleum (AIP) 

E 

● November 2021:  AIP’s climate change statement  stated that the 
competitive position of Australian refiners should be maintained 
when competitors are not exposed to similar costs and called for 

assistance for emissions-intensive trade-exposed industries. 

Chamber of Minera ls 
and Energy of Western 

Austra lia  (CME) 
E 

● November 2021: CME responded to a consultation by Energy 
Policy of Western Australia (EPWA) on energy and governance 
legislation reform, in which it appeared to support the long term 

role of gas in the Australian energy mix. CME CEO Paul 
Everingham reiterated this in a November 2021 press release, 

stating that gas is a “vital transition fuel”. 

Austra lian Petroleum 
Production & 
Exploration 

Association (APPEA) 

E+ 

● March 2022: APPEA contributed two pages to a federal 
government report on LNG commodity strategy, where it 

highlighted the benefits of Australia continuing to be a major LNG 
exporter and called for Australia to enhance its ability to attract 

global investments for new LNG projects.  
● August 2021: APPEA opposed the phase-out of natural gas as part 

of Victoria’s Gas Substitution Roadmap in both a consultation 
response and press release. In July 2021, APPEA also supported the 
end of a moratorium on new gas field developments in Victoria.  

● May-July 2021: APPEA released three press releases advocating to 
broaden the renewable energy mandate of the Australian 

Renewable Energy Agency to include hydrogen produced with 
natural gas.  

● June 2021: In a submission to the NSW Coal and Gas Legislation 
Amendment, APPEA opposed placing a ban on new coal and gas 

mining activities in the Liverpool Plains in New South Wales. In 
July 2021, APPEA also opposed the decision to reduce areas for gas 

exploration in NSW. 
● April 2021: In a press release, APPEA appeared to support the 

Australian government’s “gas-fired recovery” from COVID-19 
while supporting an increase in natural gas investments to aid 

economic growth.   

Austra lian Industry 
Greenhouse Network 

(AIGN) 
D 

● October 2021: AIGN CEO Susie Smith appeared to support the 
long-term role for oil and gas in the future in energy mix, stating 

that it is a ‘complex truth’. 
● July 2021: AIGN appeared to support a federal carbon price with 

major caveats, stating that there is ‘no place’ for state-based 
climate mitigation policies and government should not expose 

Australian industry to costs its competitors do not face.  
● May 2020: AIGN directly advocated for government to remove 

Scope 3 emissions reporting from the National Greenhouse and 
Energy Reporting legislation in a consultation on the framework in 

Australia.  
● March 2020: AIGN were reported by Australia’s Climate Change 

Authority as continuing to support the use of Kyoto carry-over 
credits to meet emissions reduction targets. 

https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-e90a1b1e4e0211ecae3d615506eb3bec/projectlink/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-in-Climate-Change-44780c8554701466b25ceb0a8c025a8c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-e90a1b1e4e0211ecae3d615506eb3bec/projectlink/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-in-Climate-Change-44780c8554701466b25ceb0a8c025a8c
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/d0a1d347893b80fc5cc150afdd4b67c8
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/9c01bccbfef743d35feb359f53ee0b22
https://influencemap.org/evidence/65a88f1497e6b8e32e6889f311394aa4
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/0aa920d591e31286a327c328dcee5528
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8f777047acb7651f27dddc6b36b05acc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8f777047acb7651f27dddc6b36b05acc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/8364b6345ee8c4f46629fc7f62bc2d5e
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7fcd64e42ec36254df4bf8d2cf99fd3f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e734314484f1019af0f8eb25a94808fd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/a4d5f48632ed939c024da0bca1967013
https://influencemap.org/evidence/bb6182ea1cd5fec64508e6686823f456
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f2360bca6ed7204ff22a2cd6bc1c923d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/f2360bca6ed7204ff22a2cd6bc1c923d
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/31511b35e16693085c521f6e982c170c
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/0c3ceec46bb4e05f2c2ba735ad4d939e
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-bdf501edf5664a4fb5ea1b1cdc900e01
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-UN-Climate-Treaty-c0ee4408af003d916b0752dbdc03acb6
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-UN-Climate-Treaty-c0ee4408af003d916b0752dbdc03acb6
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South Austra lian 
Chamber of Mines and 

Energy 
D 

● February 2021: SACOME directly advocated to policymakers to 
introduce measures to promote the exploration and development 

of new gas reserves as part of the National Infrastructure Plan 
(Gas-fired recovery), adding that new gas supply should be a 

‘public-policy priority’.  
● November 2020:  In a consultation response, SACOME stated that 

“all levels of Government should focus on funding gas 
exploration”. 

● April 2020: In a consultation response, SACOME opposed the 
inclusion of greenhouse gas emission regulations, instead 
proposing that emissions should be included in alternative 
policies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/62894251dfe62b63d1c0a98dc8ed3ff4
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/172c807a91a43da44fcbf7eab5eb53cc
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/Opposing-GHG-emissions-standards-8c1fbce5ff1a91a1749c3fad0b5583dc
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Appendix A: Detailed assessment of Santos’ corporate industry association review 

This document outlines a detailed breakdown of InfluenceMap's assessment of the company's corporate disclosure on 

industry association lobbying, using the traffic-light assessment framework summarized below. Further details on the 

assessment methodology is available in the Appendix, and in our April 2021 report here. 

Key Explanation 

 
Has broadly met investor expectations in this area. 

 Has made some progress on investor expectations in this area, but with significant 

deficiencies. 
 

Has fallen short of investor expectations in this area. 
 

A summary of Santos’ disclosures on industry associations is shown below. Santos has published two reviews of its 

industry associations to date. The Review Score represents InfluenceMap’s overall assessment of the quality of the 

company’s industry association review process, where 100 would indicate that a company has met investor 

expectations for all criteria related to the review process. 

Date of Review Review Score 

December 2020 14 / 100 
December 2021 29 / 100 

 

This assessment focuses solely on Santos' disclosure on industry associations and climate lobbying, which can be found 

here. This assessment does not include an analysis of the company's direct lobbying, which can be found on 

InfluenceMap's online profile of Santos here. 

Applying the traffic-light framework outlined above, the table below summarizes the company’s performance under 

the seven indicators which form InfluenceMap’s assessment. A more detailed breakdown, along with examples of best 

practice evidenced by other companies to date, can be found on the following pages. 
 

Disclosure & Transparency Policy Alignment Process 

Corporate climate positions 

 
Identify & Assess 

 

Industry group climate positions Monitor and Review 

 

 

https://influencemap.org/report/Testing-adf92ac36a894ebf9d987a0b5c2ff6e1
https://www.santos.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Statement-on-2021-Review-of-Industry-Associations.pdf
https://www.santos.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Statement-on-2021-Review-of-Industry-Associations.pdf
https://www.santos.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Statement-on-2021-Review-of-Industry-Associations.pdf
https://influencemap.org/company/Santos-1a1fb152d93c9e34c7b741b97e6d6d1c/projectlink/Santos-In-Climate-Change
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Alignment assessment method 

 

 

Act 

Framework for misalignment 

 

 

  

 

Santos Company Scorecard 

The tables below highlight, for each indicator, the criteria for companies to meet investor expectations, Santos’ 

assessment, and examples of better practice by companies to date. 

While InfluenceMap did not find an example of best practice across the entire industry association review process, 

some companies have demonstrated better practice under specific metrics under the 'Disclosure & Transparency' and 

'Policy Alignment Process' assessments.  

Disclosure & Transparency 
 

Corporate climate policy positions and influencing activities 

 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to disclose a detailed and clearly referenced 
breakdown of its own climate policy positions and influencing activities beyond ‘top-line’ climate statements. 
This includes descriptions of the company’s positions and policy engagement activities on specific items of 
regulation and legislation which are material to the company’s operations, business sector, and/or the regions in 
which it operates. 

Santos 

Santos has disclosed its climate change policy but this is limited to operational commitments and top-
line climate positions including climate science and the role of natural gas in the energy mix. The 
company has disclosed a list of advocacy topics that it has engaged with the Federal Government on, 
including the Safeguard Crediting Mechanism and National Greenhouse Reporting Regulations. 
However, this does not include the company's positions on these policies or the outcomes sought, nor 
has it disclosed any primary evidence (e.g. submissions) related to this advocacy. The review also refers 
to the company's climate change reports on its corporate website, but this also lacks detail. 

Best 
Practice 

Shell has disclosed six detailed climate policy positions in its 2021 review including net-zero emissions 
and carbon pricing. Shell’s 2020 update also outlined the company’s position on specific climate 
policies including the EU Green Deal and methane regulation in the EU and US. The 2021 review also 
includes a clear reference to a list of climate policy positions and live advocacy updates on Shell’s 
corporate website. 

 
 

 

https://www.shell.com/promos/sustainability/industry-association-climate-review-2019/_jcr_content.stream/1554466210642/0a46ab13e36e99f8762ebb021bd72decec2f47b2/final-industry-association-climate-review-april-2019.pdf
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Industry association climate policy positions and influencing activities  

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to disclose a detailed and accurate account 
of the climate policy positions and influencing activities of each industry association actively engaged on climate 
change policy, including descriptions of positions and policy engagement activities on specific items of regulation 
and legislation beyond ‘top-line’ statements. 

Santos 
Santos has disclosed an overview of its industry associations’ climate policy positions, covering each 
group included in the report. However, this disclosure is limited to top-line climate positions such as 
support for the Paris Agreement or net-zero, overlooking evidence of detailed negative lobbying by 
industry associations actively engaged on climate policy. 

Best 
Practice 

No companies have met investor expectations in this area, although BASF and Shell exhibit current 
leading practice. Both companies have disclosed a detailed account of all key industry associations’ 
climate policy positions, and a summary of their influencing activities. However, they appear to overlook 
detailed negative lobbying by a number of industry associations identified by InfluenceMap's database. 

Alignment assessment method 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to: (1) disclose a clear and detailed 
framework for assessing alignment with its industry associations across all relevant areas of policy engagement; 
(2) consistently apply this framework across a ll industry associations; and (3) provide a clear and detailed 
explanation behind each evaluation. 

Santos 

Santos has disclosed a clear but simplistic explanation of its alignment assessment methodology. The 
company states that an industry association will be 'aligned' if there is evidence of: recognition of the 
scientific consensus on climate change, support for the Paris Agreement, and support for net-zero by 
2050. However, the methodology lacks clarity around when an industry association might be neutral or 
misaligned according to their methodology, and how this relates to real-world policy engagement 
activities. A brief explanation of how the methodology has been applied is provided for all industry 
associations, although this lacks detail. 

Best 
Practice 

BASF has disclosed a clear explanation of its alignment assessment method along with a clear and 
detailed explanation of how it has been applied to each industry association. The company also 
provided specific alignment indicators for EU climate policy such as the EU ETS to assess the alignment 
of key European industry associations. 

  

Framework for addressing misalignment 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to disclose a clear and detailed framework 
for addressing misalignments with its industry associations including escalation steps and clear deadlines for 
industry associations which do not amend misaligned practices. 

Santos 

Santos has not disclosed a clear framework for addressing potential cases of misalignment. The 
company states that it will use its position to drive change in positions, and that it will "make its views 
known" about the relevant policies and approaches to the association. However, there are no clear 
escalation steps or timelines attached to this framework for industry associations which do not amend 
misaligned lobbying practices. 

https://www.basf.com/gb/en/who-we-are/sustainability/we-produce-safely-and-efficiently/energy-and-climate-protection/energy-and-climate-policies.html
https://www.shell.com/promos/sustainability/industry-association-climate-review-2019/_jcr_content.stream/1554466210642/0a46ab13e36e99f8762ebb021bd72decec2f47b2/final-industry-association-climate-review-april-2019.pdf
https://www.basf.com/gb/en/who-we-are/sustainability/we-produce-safely-and-efficiently/energy-and-climate-protection/energy-and-climate-policies.html
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Best 
Practice 

BHP has disclosed clear and detailed steps for addressing potential misalignment, including an 
escalation strategy and clear timelines attached. The company states it will communicate material 
differences, request that the industry association develop a position or refrain from advocacy in certain 
areas, and review the membership if there has been no action within 12 months. 

 
Policy Alignment Process 
 

Identify & Assess 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to identify all cases of misalignment with its 
industry associations and the Paris Agreement in line with InfluenceMap’s database on corporate lobbying. 

Santos 

Santos has not identified any cases of misalignment with its industry associations, classifying seven as 
"aligned" and three as "neutral" due to a lack of advocacy on climate change. 
 
InfluenceMap analysis indicates that the company likely has five memberships to industry associations 
with climate policy engagement misaligned with the Paris Agreement (Chamber of Minerals and Energy of 
Western Australia, Australian Institute of Petroleum, APPEA, Australian Industry Greenhouse Network, South 
Australia Chamber of Mines and Energy) and one membership to industry associations with climate policy 
engagement potentially misaligned with the Paris Agreement (Australian Pipelines and Gas Association). 
Click on the links above to access InfluenceMap's online profiles for these industry associations.  

Best 
Practice 

No companies have met investor expectations in this area. InfluenceMap analysis indicates that all 
companies have missed key cases of misalignment with industry associations lobbying counter to the 
goals of the Paris Agreement. 

  

Monitor & Review 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to publish a review of industry associations 
on an annual basis, commit to do so at least once a year, or commit to disclose regular updates on its review and 
alignment process. Updates should accurately report on relevant material and on-going lobbying activities of 
potentially misaligned industry associations, as well as the company’s alignment and engagement with the 
industry association concerning these activities. 

Santos 
Santos has published two full reviews of its industry associations in December 2020 and December 
2021. The company states that it regularly reviews memberships of industry associations to assess 
whether to become, or remain, a member.  

Best 
Practice 

Shell has published full industry association reviews in 2019 and 2021. In April 2020, Shell also 
published an update on the nine associations with some misalignment found in 2019 including actions 
taken within each association, key changes to the associations’ climate positions and detailed next steps. 
Shell has committed to publish its next update in 2022. 

https://www.bhp.com/our-approach/operating-with-integrity/industry-associations-bhps-approach/
https://influencemap.org/ca100-rankings
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://lobbymap.org/influencer/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-d0c65f9cab5827d1636fa1af2bc3dd21/projectlink/Chamber-of-Minerals-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-e66c9e8792af131e91232a32f0ffee3c
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-e90a1b1e4e0211ecae3d615506eb3bec/projectlink/Australian-Institute-of-Petroleum-in-Climate-Change-44780c8554701466b25ceb0a8c025a8c
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA/projectlink/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-In-Climate-Change
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-8ed2a5a6cf6ec81a07ef15b52e676e62/projectlink/Australian-Industry-Greenhouse-Network-in-Climate-Change-95256c56b4714096f5c075ee13276f5b
https://influencemap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://influencemap.org/influencer/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-6226027672eb52291ed51d97e12ccd16/projectlink/South-Australia-Chamber-of-Mines-and-Energy-in-Climate-Change-bced8c777d2fcc04eb8fb125244b0612
https://influencemap.org/influencer/Australian-Pipelines-and-Gas-Association-74f9308df1ca5e9d6ba7b6306dd93ee0/projectlink/Australian-Pipelines-and-Gas-Association-in-Climate-Change-9e626aa43fb3efc0e968f8cfa87a9497
https://www.shell.com/promos/sustainability/industry-association-climate-review-2019/_jcr_content.stream/1554466210642/0a46ab13e36e99f8762ebb021bd72decec2f47b2/final-industry-association-climate-review-april-2019.pdf
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Act 

To meet investor expectations under this indicator: The company has to show evidence of action to address all 
cases of misalignment with its industry associations and the Paris Agreement, in line with InfluenceMap’s 
database on corporate lobbying. The investor expectations outlined by PRI, IIGCC and Ceres include several steps 
companies can take to address misalignment. Steps should include terminating memberships or taking specific 
action to reform the detailed and material lobbying activities undertaken by misaligned organizations. 

Santos 

Santos has shown some evidence of action to address misalignments with its industry associations. The 
company has left the Business Council of Australia (BCA) and Queensland Resources Council (QRC), 
although did not cite misalignment on climate change as a factor. Santos cited "business needs" for 
leaving BCA, and did not provide a reason for leaving QRC. In its 2020 review, the company also 
identified opportunities to improve each associations' climate and energy policy alignment, but did not 
disclosed concrete steps for engaging on these issues, the specific outcomes sought,  nor evidence of 
previous engagement. The company does not appear to have addressed key cases of material and 
potential misalignment with the Paris Agreement identified by InfluenceMap’s database (see Identify & 
Assess). 

Best 
Practice 

No companies have met investor expectations in this area by showing evidence of action to address all 
cases of misalignment identified by InfluenceMap’s database, although some companies have made 
more progress. Total announced in January 2021 that it had decided not to renew its membership to the 
American Petroleum Institute due to divergences on climate positions. BHP suspended its membership 
to Queensland Resources Council in 2020 following its ‘Vote Greens Last’ advertising campaign and 
outlined detailed actions to be taken at four "partly aligned" industry associations. Chevron has not left 
any industry associations but has disclosed its engagement on specific climate change policy issues with 
seven industry associations, including details of the results of this engagement. Similarly, General Motors 
has disclosed that it has not financially contributed to advocacy campaigns against the Build Back Better 
Act by the Business Roundtable and US Chamber, and has publicly advocated a supportive position to 
ensure its stance is differentiated from them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://influencemap.org/ca100-rankings
https://influencemap.org/ca100-rankings
https://www.unpri.org/Uploads/i/k/t/Investor-Expectations-on-Corporate-Climate-Lobbying_en-GB.pdf
https://www.iigcc.org/download/investor-expectations-on-corporate-lobbying/?wpdmdl=1830&refresh=5e941e9842c431586765464
https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/INVESTOR%20EXPECTATIONS%20ON%20CORPORATE%20LOBBYING%20ON%20CLIMATE%20CHANGE%209.19.pdf
https://www.total.com/sites/g/files/nytnzq111/files/documents/2020-10/total-climate-report-2020.pdf
https://www.bhp.com/our-approach/operating-with-integrity/industry-associations-bhps-approach/
https://www.chevron.com/-/media/chevron/sustainability/documents/chevron-climate-lobbying-report.pdf
https://investor.gm.com/static-files/f1d52599-8aa1-4c33-a4c4-ca0b73fc7adc
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Appendix B: Methodology for assessing corporate industry association reviews 

Assessing Disclosures 

Since BHP’s 2017 industry association review, around 40 major global corporates have delivered similar, 

specific disclosures on their industry association links in response to investor pressure. This positive 

momentum is undermined, however, if the resulting disclosures are of poor quality.  

In its ‘Investor Expectations on Corporate Climate Lobbying’ report, the PRI highlights the need for disclosure 

on the company’s positions and activities on climate change policy engagement, as well as the positions 

and activities of the industry groups it supports. The PRI further requests information on the governance 

processes and actions taken to ensure alignment between these activities and the company’s stated 

climate goals. IIGCC and Ceres articulate similar expectations, also requiring companies to disclose a material 

impact assessment of lobbying by an organization that opposes their public position. InfluenceMap uses 

the following assessment criteria to test the clarity, accuracy and scope of information provided by 

companies against four key issues against the traffic-light framework outlined below. 

Key Explanation 

 
Has broadly met investor expectations in this area. 

 Has made some progress on investor expectations in this area, but with significant 

deficiencies. 
 

Has fallen short of investor expectations in this area. 
 

Disclosure Item Scor

e 
InfluenceMap’s Assessment Criteria 

Corporate climate 
policy positions and 
influencing activities 

  The company has disclosed a detailed and clearly referenced breakdown of its 
own climate policy positions and influencing activities beyond ‘top-line’ climate 
statements. This includes descriptions of the company’s positions and policy 
engagement activities on specific items of regulation and legislation which are 
material to the company’s operations, business sector, and/or the region(s) in 
which it operates. 

  The company has disclosed a breakdown of its own climate policy positions and 
influencing activities. However, the company’s description of its positions and 
policy engagement activities on specific items of regulation and legislation lacks 
detail, and/or the company has not disclosed its position and engagement 
activities on key items of regulation and legislation which are material to its 
operations, business sector, and/or the region(s) in which it operates. 

  The company has made no attempt to disclose its climate policy positions and 
influencing activities, or the company’s disclosure is limited to a brief overview of 
its ‘top-line’ climate statements and operational commitments without reference 
to specific items of regulation and legislation.  

https://www.unpri.org/Uploads/i/k/t/Investor-Expectations-on-Corporate-Climate-Lobbying_en-GB.pdf
https://www.iigcc.org/download/investor-expectations-on-corporate-lobbying/?wpdmdl=1830&refresh=5e941e9842c431586765464
https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/INVESTOR%20EXPECTATIONS%20ON%20CORPORATE%20LOBBYING%20ON%20CLIMATE%20CHANGE%209.19.pdf
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Industry association 
climate policy 
positions and 

influencing activities 

 The company has disclosed a detailed and accurate account of the climate policy 
positions and influencing activities of each industry association actively engaged 
on climate change policy, including descriptions of positions and policy 
engagement activities on specific items of regulation and legislation beyond ‘top-
line’ statements. 

 The company has disclosed an account of the climate policy positions and 
influencing activities of each industry association actively engaged on climate 
change policy, beyond ‘top-line’ statements. However, the disclosure lacks detail 
on positions and policy engagement activities on specific items of regulation and 
legislation, and/or does not disclose evidence of negative climate lobbying by one 
or more of its industry associations. 

 The company has not disclosed the climate policy positions and influencing 
activities of each industry association actively engaged on climate change policy, 
and/or the company’s disclosure is limited to a brief overview of ‘top-line’ climate 
statements without reference to specific items of regulation and legislation. 

Alignment 
assessment method 

 The company has: (1) disclosed a clear and detailed framework for assessing 
alignment with its industry associations across all relevant areas of policy 
engagement; (2) consistently applied this framework across all industry 
associations; and (3) provided a clear and detailed explanation behind each 
evaluation.  

 The company has disclosed a framework for assessing alignment with its industry 
associations but the disclosure lacks detail regarding one of the above steps (1-3). 

 The company has not disclosed a framework for assessing alignment with 
industry associations, or it has disclosed a framework but the disclosure lacks 
detail regarding more than one of the above steps (1-3).  

Framework for 
addressing 

misalignment 

 The company has disclosed a clear and detailed framework for addressing 
misalignments with its industry associations including escalation steps and clear 
deadlines for industry associations which do not amend misaligned practices. 

 The company has disclosed a clear and detailed framework for addressing 
misalignments with its industry associations including escalation steps, but there 
is no clear deadlines for industry associations which do not amend misaligned 
practices 

 The company has not disclosed a framework for addressing misalignments with 
its industry associations, or the company has disclosed a framework but the steps 
are ambiguous and lack sufficient detail.  
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Assessing Policy Alignment Process 

As well as transparent disclosures on industry group links and lobbying activities, the investor expectations 

communicated by IIGCC, CERES and the UN PRI also set out the need for robust processes to ensure 

alignment between the company’s stated policy positions and the positions and lobbying activities of their 

industry groups. These processes consist of three elements, assessed using the traffic-light framework 

outlined below: 

Key Explanation 

 
Has broadly met investor expectations in this area. 

 Has made some progress on investor expectations in this area, but with significant 

deficiencies. 
 

Has fallen short of investor expectations in this area. 
 

Alignment 
Process 

Scor

e 
InfluenceMap’s Assessment Criteria 

Identify & 
Assess 

  The company has identified all cases of misalignment with its industry associations and the 
Paris Agreement in line with InfluenceMap’s database on corporate lobbying.  

  The company has not identified key cases of misalignment with the Paris Agreement in line 
with InfluenceMap’s database on corporate lobbying. Companies are scored in this category 
if they miss up to three cases of “potential” misalignment (industry associations with 
Organization Scores 51-75 in InfluenceMap’s database).  

  The company has not identified key cases of misalignment with the Paris Agreement in line 
with InfluenceMap’s database on corporate lobbying. Companies are scored in this category 
if they miss one case of misalignment (industry associations with Organization Scores 0-50) 
or more than three cases of “potential” misalignment (industry associations with 
Organization Scores 51-75 in InfluenceMap’s database). 

Monitor & 
Review 

 The company has published a review of industry associations on an annual basis, has 
committed to do so at least once a year, or is/has committed to disclose regular updates on 
its review and alignment process. Updates should accurately report on relevant material and 
on-going lobbying activities of potentially misaligned industry associations, as well as the 
company’s alignment and engagement with the industry association concerning these 
activities. 

 The company has committed to publish an update to its review of industry associations but 
not an annual basis or not specified a timeframe. 

 The company has not committed to any follow-up processes as part of its review of industry 
associations.  

Act 

 The company has shown evidence of action to address all cases of misalignment with its 
industry associations and the Paris Agreement, in line with InfluenceMap’s database on 
corporate lobbying. The investor expectations outlined by PRI, IIGCC and Ceres include 
several steps companies can take to address misalignment. Steps should include terminating 
memberships or taking specific action to reform the detailed and material lobbying activities 
undertaken by misaligned organizations. 

https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://www.unpri.org/Uploads/i/k/t/Investor-Expectations-on-Corporate-Climate-Lobbying_en-GB.pdf
https://www.iigcc.org/download/investor-expectations-on-corporate-lobbying/?wpdmdl=1830&refresh=5e941e9842c431586765464
https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/INVESTOR%20EXPECTATIONS%20ON%20CORPORATE%20LOBBYING%20ON%20CLIMATE%20CHANGE%209.19.pdf
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 The company has shown some evidence of action to address cases of misalignment with its 
industry associations and the Paris Agreement, but has not addressed key cases of 
misalignment or “potential” misalignment identified by InfluenceMap’s database on 
corporate lobbying, i.e. industry associations with Organization Scores 0-75 in 
InfluenceMap’s database. The investor expectations outlined by PRI, IIGCC and Ceres include 
several steps companies can take to address misalignment. Steps should include terminating 
memberships or taking specific action to reform the detailed and material lobbying activities 
undertaken by misaligned organizations. 

 The company has shown no or limited evidence of action to address cases of misalignment 
with its industry associations and the Paris Agreement, missing key cases of misalignment or 
potential misalignment identified in InfluenceMap’s database on corporate lobbying, i.e. 
industry associations with Organization Scores 0-75. The investor expectations outlined by 
PRI, IIGCC and Ceres include several steps companies can take to address misalignment. 
Action will be scored under this category if it does not include terminating memberships or 
taking specific action to reform the detailed and material lobbying activities undertaken by 
misaligned organizations. 

 

To assist this assessment, InfluenceMap will be applying its database on corporate and industry group 

climate change lobbying. This tracks in real-time the detailed climate policy lobbying of around 350 

companies and 100 industry associations globally, allowing like-for-like comparisons of organizations’ 

positions on climate policy that are compared to a benchmark of Paris-aligned climate policy. This system 

can track the evolution of corporate and industry group climate lobbying positions over time. 

Appendix C: Santos’ industry association memberships  

The table below provides a ranking of Santos’ industry associations by Performance Band, i.e. a measure of 

direct climate policy engagement (see page 3 for more information on InfluenceMap’s metrics). Detailed 

profiles for all Santos’ industry associations can be explored via the links in the table. 

Industry Association Region 
Performance 

Band 
Engagement 

Intensity 

Australian Pipelines and Gas Association Australia D+ 16% 

Australian Industry Greenhouse Network Australia D 20% 

South Australian Chamber of Mines and Energy  Australia  D 15% 

Australian Petroleum Producers & Exploration 
Association (APPEA) Australia E+ 37% 

Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia  Australia E 19% 

Australian Institute of Petroleum  Australia E 7% 
 

https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://lobbymap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers#3
https://www.unpri.org/Uploads/i/k/t/Investor-Expectations-on-Corporate-Climate-Lobbying_en-GB.pdf
https://www.iigcc.org/download/investor-expectations-on-corporate-lobbying/?wpdmdl=1830&refresh=5e941e9842c431586765464
https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/INVESTOR%20EXPECTATIONS%20ON%20CORPORATE%20LOBBYING%20ON%20CLIMATE%20CHANGE%209.19.pdf
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